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the forced flexion of the toe is exaggerated and hence established
permanently.
Treatment The management of hammer-toe depends upon the associated con-
ditions. In claw-foot attention must be paid to the general architecture
of the foot to which the deformity of the toe is secondary (see talipks).
When a single toe is involved, and in the early stages, a skilled chiro-
podist can do much to depress the proximal bone and to elevate the
others by the use of felt pads. A night sandal, in which the deformity is
held corrected by straps, is also useful in this stage.
Operation For the fully developed condition operative treatment is usually
necessary. The accepted orthopaedic formula, that a hammer-toe should
never be amputated, need not be obeyed too rigidly if all the circum-
stances of the case have been given due consideration. For cases
associated with hallux valgus, however, a conservative operation for
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fig. 94.—To illustrate Higgs's spike operation
for hammer-toe
straightening the toe
is best. Excision of
the proximal inter-
phalangeal joint and
the "spike' operation of
Higgs both give good
results in suitable cases
and are combined with
removal of the callosity
and bursa (see Fig. 94).
The rare cases in which
multiple hammer-toes are secondary to paralysis of the intrinsic
muscles are dealt with by padding and straps to relieve local pressure.
Operations for cases associated with pes cavus are discussed under the
title talipes.
(e) Ingrowing Toe-Nail
Definition In minor degree this condition, also called onychocryptosis, is ex-
tremely common. It consists of the folding over of the soft structures
of the lateral nail-groove and is commonly ascribed to wearing tight
Aetiology pointed shoes or hose. As, however, many cases occur in which the
foot-gear does not show any of these characters, it is clear that there
must be other factors of importance.
The nail-bed is very intimately attached to the terminal phalanx, and
when this bone is pressed on the ground in walking the nail of necessity
tends to be embedded in its surroundings (see Fig. 95). In this way the
primary roll-over of the soft tissues round the nail-edge occurs, and
the condition will be accentuated in the presence of tight foot-gear. If
the nail is not cut the distal portion will lie over the terminal pulp,
and so the tendency to embedding will be resisted, an observation that
has been applied to the treatment of the condition. For obvious reasons
the great toe will be the one usually affected. The ingrowing nail alone
produces little discomfort, but the presence of complications renders

